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We study the dynamics of coupled phase oscillators on a two-dimensional Kuramoto lattice with pe-
riodic boundary conditions. For coupling strengths just below the transition to global phase-locking,
we find localized spatiotemporal patterns that we call “frequency spirals.” These patterns cannot
be seen under time averaging; they become visible only when we examine the spatial variation of the
oscillators’ instantaneous frequencies, where they manifest themselves as two-armed rotating spirals.
In the more familiar phase representation, they appear as wobbly periodic patterns surrounding a
phase vortex. Unlike the stationary phase vortices seen in magnetic spin systems, or the rotating
spiral waves seen in reaction-diffusion systems, frequency spirals librate: the phases of the oscillators
surrounding the central vortex move forward and then backward, executing a periodic motion with
zero winding number. We construct the simplest frequency spiral and characterize its properties
using analytical and numerical methods. Simulations show that frequency spirals in large lattices
behave much like this simple prototype.
Spirals have long been objects of fascination
in many parts of human culture, from art
and architecture to science and mathematics.
Within nonlinear dynamics, spirals have been
studied in connection with such diverse phe-
nomena as spiral density waves in galaxies,
spiral waves of electrical activity in the heart
and nervous system, growth spirals caused
by screw dislocations in crystals, and spiral
patterns of florets on the heads of sunflow-
ers, to name just a few. Here we consider
a spiral pattern of a type that, as far as
we know, has not been discussed previously.
Instead of a pattern of density or phase,
it is a pattern of instantaneous frequencies:
hence, a “frequency spiral.” We found it in
a two-dimensional array of coupled oscilla-
tors whose natural frequencies were not quite
identical, a regime in which the oscillators
could no longer maintain global frequency en-
trainment and instead self-organized into one
or more frequency spirals. We explore the
properties of frequency spirals by analytical
and geometrical methods and illustrate them
by videotaped simulations of their dynamics
in time and space.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. The Kuramoto model
Many natural and technological systems can be
viewed as enormous collections of self-sustained os-
cillators. Examples include networks of neurons and
heart pacemaker cells, chorusing crickets, congrega-
tions of fireflies, arrays of Josephson junctions, oscil-
lating chemical reactions, applauding audiences, and
generators in the power grid1–3. These systems often
display a remarkable capacity for mutual synchro-
nization: if the oscillators interact strongly enough,
they can spontaneously fall into a collective rhythm.
Then a macroscopic fraction of the system runs at
the same instantaneous frequency, despite the in-
evitable differences in the natural frequencies of the
individual oscillators.
The most widely studied mathematical model of
mutual synchronization is the Kuramoto model1–7.
It consists of a large collection of phase oscillators,
coupled attractively to one another through a sine
function of their pairwise phase differences. The
oscillators themselves are diverse; their natural fre-
quencies are randomly distributed across the popula-
tion according to some prescribed probability distri-
bution. In this way, the model embodies the compe-
tition between order and disorder mentioned above:
the sinusoidal coupling tends to synchronize the os-
cillators, whereas the randomness in their natural
frequencies tends to desynchronize them.
The governing equations of the Kuramoto model
are given by
θ˙i = ωi +K
∑
j∈N (i)
sin(θj − θi), (1)
where θi is the phase of oscillator i, ωi is its natu-
ral frequency, K ≥ 0 is the coupling strength, and
the sum is over the neighbors N (i) of oscillator i.
The natural frequencies are selected independently
at random from a unimodal, symmetric distribution
g(ω). By going into a suitable rotating frame, one
can always assume without loss of generality that
this g(ω) has zero mean.
An undirected graph G encodes the connection
topology for (1); an edge between two oscillators
signifies that they are coupled. For simplicity, Ku-
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2ramoto1 began with the case where G was a com-
plete graph. In physical terms, this meant that
the interactions were all-to-all, corresponding to
an infinite-range or mean-field approximation. By
using an ingenious self-consistency argument, Ku-
ramoto showed that the system exhibited a phase
transition to collective synchronization at Kc =
2/[pig(0)]. As K was increased above Kc, more and
more oscillators near the middle of the frequency dis-
tribution g(ω) became phase locked (meaning that
θ˙i(t) − θ˙j(t) ≡ 0 for all those oscillators i, j, for all
time t). Meanwhile the oscillators in the tails of g(ω)
remained desynchronized from the locked group and
from each other.
The next wave of work relaxed the all-to-all as-
sumption by allowing oscillators to be connected to
their nearest neighbors on a one-dimensional chain
or ring, a two-dimensional square grid, or a higher-
dimensional cubic lattice8–21. More recently, many
researchers have explored the Kuramoto model on
more complex topologies, allowing for nonlocal cou-
pling22 and small-world, scale-free, or other network
architectures6,7.
B. Lattices
In what follows, we revisit the classic problem of
the Kuramoto model on a two-dimensional square
lattice. This system was introduced nearly thirty
years ago by Sakaguchi, Shinomoto, and Kuramoto9,
but many things about it still remain mysterious.
For example, we don’t know for sure whether it
exhibits macroscopic synchronization for any fixed,
finite value of the coupling strength K. More pre-
cisely, consider the model (1) on an M ×M square
grid with nearest-neighbor coupling and periodic
boundary conditions, and with g(ω) given by a stan-
dard unit normal. Fix K and ask: For N = M2  1,
does the system display a frequency-locked cluster of
size O(N)? By a frequency-locked cluster we mean
a connected subset of oscillators having the same
long-term average frequency
ω˜i =< θ˙i >= lim
T→∞
θi(t0 + T )− θi(t0)
T
, (2)
where t0 is the transient time and T is the averaging
time9–12. Numerical evidence9,18,19,21 and renormal-
ization arguments11–13,20 suggest that macroscopic
clusters (meaning clusters of size O(N)) cannot exist
in the two-dimensional grid as N →∞ for any fixed
K, but this has not been proven rigorously. The
available evidence suggests that the coupling needs
to grow like K = O(logN) for a macroscopic cluster
to exist on the two-dimensional grid21, at least for
the values of N that have been studied numerically.
There are reasons to think that the two-
dimensional case is marginal. In one-dimensional
lattices, it has been proven that macroscopic clus-
ters are impossible11–13 for fixed K. On the other
hand, macroscopic clusters appear to exist in sim-
ulations9,19 of lattices of dimension d ≥ 3, as was
suspected from the start on the basis of scaling and
renormalization arguments9,11–13. But from a math-
ematical standpoint, the existence of macroscopic
frequency-locked clusters for d ≥ 3 remains conjec-
tural. In fact, we don’t even know whether the av-
erage frequencies ω˜i are well-defined for Kuramoto
lattices in any dimension; there is no proof that the
long-time limits exist (although numerically, they
certainly seem to).
On the positive side, we do know that for any fixed
value of K, if macroscopic clusters exist in dimen-
sion d ≥ 2, they must be sponge-like at all length
scales, in the sense that they cannot contain any
macroscopic cubes of frequency-locked oscillators of
size N , for any fixed  > 0, as N →∞11,12. Finally,
we also know that complete phase-locking is impos-
sible in any dimension, for fixed K, as N tends to
infinity11,12.
II. PHASE VORTICES AND FREQUENCY SPIRALS
Against this confusing backdrop, in 2010 Lee et
al.21 reexamined the two-dimensional Kuramoto lat-
tice from a fresh perspective. They gave a neat (but
non-rigorous) explanation for the observed logN
scaling of the coupling KL at which the lattice be-
comes completely phase-locked. They thereby shed
light on the same logN scaling seen for the coupling
KE at the onset of entrainment (synonymous with
what we have called macroscopic frequency-locking),
and for the coupling Kchaos at the onset of chaos and
single phase slips. They also illuminated the key role
of what they called vortices moving along the bound-
aries of the clusters in the system. To clarify these
ideas, let us try to visualize the spatiotemporal state
of a Kuramoto lattice.
A. Visualizing phases and average frequencies
Following the seminal paper by Sakaguchi et al.9,
the dynamics of Kuramoto lattices have tradition-
ally been visualized in one of two ways: either one
looks at the oscillators’ phases {θi(t)} or their aver-
age frequencies {ω˜i}.
Figure 1a (multimedia view) shows the phase rep-
resentation for a 50 × 50 lattice far below the tran-
sition to complete phase-locking. It appears to be
an inglorious mess. The same state looks much
3cleaner if we examine the average frequencies of
the oscillators (Figure 1b (multimedia view)). This
way of looking at the lattice reveals large clusters
of frequency-locked oscillators, shown as irregular
blocks of a single color and darkness.
Although the average-frequency picture has its ad-
vantages, it misses some interesting features of the
dynamics inherent in the phase picture. This is espe-
cially true if we look at a lattice that is almost com-
pletely locked to a single average frequency. Nat-
urally, there are only a small number of features
this close to total entrainment. This simplicity mo-
tivated Lee et al.21 to examine this case in detail.
One particular structure that caught their attention
was what they called a vortex, and what we will
specifically refer to as a phase vortex.
We say that a phase vortex exists on a 2× 2 unit
cell of adjacent oscillators if their phases exhibit a
lattice curl of ±2pi around the cell. The curl is easily
computed by taking the sum of the ordered phase
differences around the cell, after having shifted the
phase differences mod 2pi to be within (−pi, pi]. This
sum can only ever be one of −2pi,+2pi or 0, which
correspond to a negative phase vortex, a positive
phase vortex, and no phase vortex, respectively. We
regard the phase vortex as living at the center of the
unit cell of four oscillators, rather than on any one
oscillator.
Phase vortices may be thought of as topological
objects. They are conserved by the dynamics, and
vanish only if they collide with a vortex of the op-
posite sign or fall off the edge of a finite grid. So on
a torus, we expect an equal number of positive and
negative vortices, which can only ever be created or
destroyed in pairs.
Vortices have important implications for the av-
erage frequencies: they delineate the boundaries of
frequency-locked clusters with their movement, as
discovered by Lee et al.21. In one scenario, a single
vortex circulates around the boundary of the cluster.
In a second scenario, a pair of oppositely charged
vortices is periodically created at a certain spot; the
vortices then split apart, travel along opposite sides
of the cluster, and finally annihilate each other at
the far end of the cluster boundary. In both cases,
Lee et al.21 found that when a phase vortex moves
between two oscillators, the pair accumulates a 2pi
phase slip. Such phase slips cause the differences in
average frequency across the boundary between two
clusters.
The motion of the vortices also explains why the
clusters are sometimes stable and sometimes un-
stable. The stable case corresponds to the vortex-
pair scenario described above. The consistent mo-
tion of the paired vortices leads to clusters with
time-independent boundaries. In contrast, at lower
FIG. 1: Phase and average-frequency
representations of a two-dimensional Kuramoto
lattice, far below the transition to complete
phase-locking (K = 1, natural frequencies drawn
from a standard normal distribution, uniform
random initial phases, 50× 50 grid with periodic
boundary conditions). (a) Phase representation:
Colored pixels denote the instantaneous phases θi,
from 0 to 2pi, of the oscillators according to a
standard RGB color wheel. The pixel-sized white
and black circular dots mark the location of phase
vortices. Video 1 shows the system’s time-evolution
in the phase representation (multimedia view).
(b) Average-frequency representation: Color
indicates the sign of the average frequency ω˜i, and
darkness indicates its magnitude on a log scale.
Blue pixels represent oscillators of positive average
frequency, red pixels represent oscillators of
negative average frequency, and white pixels
represent oscillators with negligible average
frequency (on the order of 10−4 in magnitude).
The pixel-sized green and orange circular dots
represent the sites of phase vortices, and are
colored corresponding to their sign. Video 2 shows
the evolution in the average-frequency
representation (multimedia view). Notice how the
disorder of the phase picture (a) gets smoothed
over by the average-frequency picture (b). Figures
and videos were made using Netlogo23.
4coupling strength, the vortices move irregularly.
As they wander around chaotically, they chop the
macroscopic cluster into shreds. In this way, the on-
set of chaotic vortex motion goes hand in hand with
the loss of frequency order in the system.
Finally, if we extend a phase vortex to the entire
grid (thus forcing the grid to have a nonzero winding
number around its boundary), we get a phase spi-
ral. These spatially-extended structures have been
proven to be stable phase-locked solutions under Ku-
ramoto dynamics in the case where all the oscillators
have identical frequencies15.
B. Visualizing instantaneous frequencies
The visualization techniques discussed so far have
ignored the oscillators’ instantaneous frequencies
{θ˙i(t)}, or equivalently, their velocities as they move
around their phase circles. Figure 2 shows why it can
be illuminating to consider them. The simulation
setup is similar to that of Fig. 1, except the random
initial conditions {θi(0)} and the random natural
frequencies {ωi} came from a different random seed,
and the coupling was taken far closer to the onset
of total phase-locking. Figure 2a (multimedia view)
and Video 3 show that there is still a large amount
of phase disorder, but the average-frequency picture
(Fig. 2b (multimedia view)) show that almost all
the oscillators ultimately form a single macroscopic
cluster, with only three oscillators still running at a
different average frequency. What is happening in
the neighborhood of these “defecting” oscillators?
As it turns out, interesting things are happening,
as shown in Fig. 2c (multimedia view). If you watch
this system evolve from the perspective of its instan-
taneous frequency field, as in Fig. 2c (multimedia
view), you will notice that regions of extreme gradi-
ents in θ˙ tend to occur across phase vortices, with
strong positive θ˙ on one side and strong negative θ˙
on the other. These dipoles move around the grid as
bloopy little jellyfish-like objects, demarcating re-
gions of differently changing phases. They survive
the transient, causing the conspicuous spiral struc-
tures in Fig. 2c (multimedia view). We can clearly
identify two spinning arms coming out of a central
core: one of positive θ˙, the other negative. Loosely
speaking, it nearly appears as if we have a pair of
rotating dipoles. Because they rotate at a constant
rate and the two arms are equally intense, these arms
end up averaging out in the average-frequency pic-
ture (Fig. 2b (multimedia view)). And that is prob-
ably why these structures have not been reported
before. Under time averaging, they become invisi-
ble for the same reason that sin t would be invisible:
they both average to zero.
FIG. 2: Three different representations of a
50× 50 Kuramoto lattice close to a phase-locked
state (Parameters: K = 1.80, natural frequencies
drawn from a standard normal distribution,
uniform random initial phases.) (a) Phase
representation, with phase θi from 0 to 2pi sent to
an RGB color wheel. Video 3 shows a movie of the
lattice’s time-evolution in the phase picture
(multimedia view). (b) Average-frequency
representation, with color indicating sign of ω˜i and
darkness showing magnitude of ω˜i on a log scale.
Video 4 shows the evolution in the
average-frequency picture after skipping a transient
(multimedia view). (c) Instantaneous-frequency
representation, with color indicating sign of θ˙i and
darkness showing magnitude of θ˙i on a log scale.
This representation reveals two frequency spirals.
Video 5 shows the evolution in the
instantaneous-frequency picture (multimedia view).
In each panel, the pixel-sized circular dots denote
the location of phase vortices, with colors
representing the sign of the vortex. Notice how
featureless the average-frequency picture (b) is
compared to the phase picture (a) and the
instantaneous-frequency picture (c). Figures and
videos were made using Netlogo23.
5We call these structures frequency spirals, since
they appear as spirals in the instantaneous frequency
field. Lee et al.21 have implicitly argued that fre-
quency spirals are important to understanding the
entrainment threshold of the nearest-neighbor Ku-
ramoto model, so let us devote some time to under-
standing their phenomenology.
III. THE CANONICAL FREQUENCY SPIRAL
A frequency spiral on a 50 × 50 lattice involves
5 × 103 tunable parameters: 50 × 50 initial phases
and 50×50 natural frequencies. So one might worry
that it takes a bit of contrivance to make a frequency
spiral happen.
Thankfully, this isn’t the case! The creation of a
frequency spiral is nearly as easy as it looks. To con-
struct the simplest possible example – the canonical
frequency spiral shown in Fig. 3 (multimedia view) –
just place a phase vortex next to a single oscillator of
sufficiently large natural frequency. Set all other os-
cillators to have ωi = 0, and normalize the coupling
in Eq. (1) to K = 1 by rescaling time. Let ω denote
the frequency of the distinguished central oscillator
in these time units. To make things even simpler,
we can take the topologically-required second phase
vortex and shove it to the point at infinity. Doing
this means that we can no longer work on a torus,
since the phase pattern must have a winding num-
ber of 1 around the boundary of the grid. So we will
use free boundaries from now on, unless otherwise
noted. Choose the initial phases {θ(x, y, t = 0)} so
that they have a phase vortex at the center of the lat-
tice; a natural choice satisfies cos θ(x, y, t = 0) = x
and sin θ(x, y, t = 0) = y. The resulting pattern of
natural frequencies and initial phases is reminiscent
of the phase spiral constructed by Paullet and Er-
mentrout15, except one of the central four oscillators
now has a natural frequency different from all the
others.
A. Spatial decay of the frequency spiral
Having constructed a canonical frequency spiral,
it is time to numerically drill down into its features.
Numerical integration of (1) shows that rotation pe-
riod of the spiral doesn’t change much from cycle
to cycle. In this sense, the structure is persistent in
time.
In space, however, it decays. We can take a freeze-
frame and examine how its positive and negative
arms of high and low instantaneous frequency at-
tenuate with distance from the core (Fig. 4a). As
suggested by prior figures, both arms die off nearly
FIG. 3: The canonical frequency spiral, shown in
(a) phase and (b) instantaneous-frequency
representations. Parameters for numerical
integration of Eq. (1): coupling K = 1.0; all
natural frequencies set to zero, except for a central
one with ω = 0.75; initial phases chosen to form a
phase spiral. Notice how it is impossible to discern
the two arms of the frequency spiral in the phase
picture (a). To watch the system’s time-evolution
in the phase picture or instantaneous-frequency
picture, click Video 6 (multimedia view). Figures
and videos were made using Netlogo23.
exponentially in space, and are of equal strengths.
However, the semi-log plot doesn’t exactly look like
two overlapping straight lines. This indicates that
there are some complications, likely from the dis-
creteness of the grid, the finiteness of the simula-
tion, and most importantly, the nonlinearity of sine.
In any case, this exponential-like decay goes a long
way to explaining why these structures were unde-
tectable in the phase view: most of the action was
too small to see! If we look far from the origin and
take a continuum limit, the small phase differences
mean that our dynamics start to resemble the heat
equation with a diffusion constant of exactly K. So
this sort of exponential decay is to be expected.
6FIG. 4: Properties of the canonical frequency
spiral. (a) Spatial decay of the spiral arms. The
amplitude of the instantaneous frequency decays
roughly exponentially with distance from the
center. (b) Rotation rate of the frequency spiral
versus magnitude of ω in the center. Plots were
made using Numpy and Matplotlib24,25. The
computations were performed on grids of 149
oscillators, using a fourth-order Runge Kutta
method with a timestep of 0.125. Figure 4a was
made using a transient time of 32000 time units.
Figure 4b was made using a transient period of
4000, and the period was measured over a length of
24000 time units.
B. Rotation rate of the frequency spiral
Since we normalized K = 1 and preselected all the
initial phases and natural frequencies, the canonical
frequency spiral has exactly one tunable parameter:
ω. It alone determines the rotation rate of the spiral.
The resulting functional dependence, computed
from simulations, is plotted in Figure 4b. For large
values of ω, the relationship is nearly linear, as one
might expect. At sufficiently small ω, the frequency
spiral doesn’t exist at all, and we just get a static
phase spiral. This is also to be expected, since it
has been proven that when all the natural frequen-
cies are identically zero, static phase spirals are lin-
early stable solutions15. Interpreting these solutions
as hyperbolic fixed points of our dynamical system,
one expects them to persist for sufficiently small per-
turbing natural frequencies.
Putting these observations together gives us the
overall shape of Figure 4b: a zero branch with a
curve bifurcating from it. The bifurcation point,
ω = ωc ≈ 0.40, therefore corresponds to a frequency
spiral with zero rotation rate, or equivalently, infi-
nite rotation period. Recalling that ω actually rep-
resents the difference between the central oscillator’s
natural frequency and those of the oscillators around
it, we infer (as a rule of thumb) that in a large, two-
dimensional Kuramoto lattice, a phase spiral will be-
come a frequency spiral if it gets caught on an os-
cillator whose natural frequency is 0.40 larger than
that of its neighbors.
Because of this expected infinite period, it seems
plausible that the birth of the frequency spiral in-
volves a Saddle-Node Infinite PERiod bifurcation
(also known as a SNIPER). If we look closely at
the simulated dynamics of the frequency spiral near
the critical ω, as in Figure 5 and Video 7 (multime-
dia view), we see the spiral nearly stops four times
in a single period, once for each grid direction. In
fact, it stops looking very spiral-like at all, since the
pauses cause the arms themselves to mostly decay
away as the system relaxes. This leads to com-
plications when studying spiral characteristics (e.g.,
decay, twist) near the bifurcation. But these four
pauses hint that we are seeing four slow regions in
state space, each corresponding to the ghost of a
colliding saddle and node. As such, we actually ex-
pect there to be four SNIPERs occurring simulta-
neously! However, the four-way symmetry may be
slightly broken, given that we chose only one of the
four oscillators in the center of the phase vortex to
carry the ω, imparting a slight offset to the pi/2 sym-
metry natural to the phase spiral.
IV. MINIMAL MODEL OF A FREQUENCY SPIRAL
The numerical evidence above suggests that the
canonical frequency spiral is created by four si-
multaneous SNIPER bifurcations. To confirm this
scenario, we would need to analyze the existence
and stability of a static phase spiral as we vary ω.
Unfortunately no closed-form solution for a static
phase spiral on a two-dimensional Kuramoto lattice
is known, except for the case ω = 015.
To make progress, suppose we simplify the fre-
quency spiral even further. As it turns out, we can
get away with surprisingly few details. Five active
oscillators are enough to make a recognizable fre-
quency spiral. (The fewer the oscillators the better,
considering that even modestly sized grids of 10×10
oscillators can have upwards of 105 fixed points26.)
7FIG. 5: A still of Video 7 (multimedia view),
which shows the dynamics of the canonical
frequency spiral at ω = 0.41, close to the
bifurcation. In a single cycle, the spiral rotation
slows down four times, corresponding to the
bottlenecks left behind by the four SNIPERs.
Figure and video were made using Netlogo23.
A. Constructing the minimal model
Recall the recipe to make the canonical frequency
spiral: put a high ω oscillator in the middle of a
phase spiral. The minimal way to do this is shown
in Table I and Figure 6 (multimedia view).
0
pi/4 θ0 + 0 7pi/4
pi/2 θ1 + pi/2 ζ θ3 + 3pi/2 3pi/2
3pi/4 θ2 + pi 5pi/4
pi
TABLE I: Definition of the oscillators’ phases in
the minimal model. Notice that the variables θi
have been redefined here; they now denote
deviations from the constant phase offset found in
a static phase spiral.
Here θi(t) and ζ(t) are dynamical variables, and are
coupled to their four nearest neighbors. Their dy-
namics are inherited from the Kuramoto model (1).
The surrounding oscillators are held at fixed phases
(the dynamics do not apply to them). Fixing these
outer oscillators is reasonable because it approxi-
mates what we know about the canonical frequency
spiral: the instantaneous velocities of the oscilla-
tors surrounding the core die off exponentially fast
FIG. 6: Visualization of the minimal model (3) in
(a) phase and (b) instantaneous-frequency
representations. Only the central five oscillators are
active. The other oscillators are held at fixed
phases, and therefore appear black in the
instantaneous-frequency picture (b). The circular
dot in (a) and (b) marks a phase vortex. Click
Video 8 to watch the system’s time evolution
(multimedia view). Figures and videos were made
using Netlogo23.
in space, so a completely motionless far-field is not
too qualitatively different. This approximation also
allows us to enforce the nonzero winding number
without needing to use large grids. We use a special
symbol ζ for the central oscillator, because it obeys
a noticeably different equation from the θi:
θ˙0 = sin(ζ − θ0)− κ sin θ0,
θ˙1 = sin(ζ − θ1 − pi/2)− κ sin θ1,
θ˙2 = sin(ζ − θ2 − pi)− κ sin θ2, (3)
θ˙3 = sin(ζ − θ3 − 3pi/2)− κ sin θ3,
ζ˙ = ω − sin(ζ − θ0)− sin(ζ − θ1 − pi/2)
− sin(ζ − θ2 − pi)− sin(ζ − θ3 − 3pi/2),
where the coefficient κ = 1+
√
2 came out from some
trigonometric identities to produce the rather sym-
8metric dynamics seen above. For example, notice
that the dynamics remain identical under rotations
of ζ → ζ + pi/2 and θi → θi+1. Ergo, if one equilib-
rium undergoes a bifurcation, then three other equi-
libria, related to it by this rotational symmetry, do
so at the same time. So the simultaneity of the four
SNIPER bifurcations mentioned above has a nice
explanation in this setting.
B. Analyzing the minimal model
The minimal model (3) has a stable equilibrium28
at ω = 0 at ζ = pi/4, θ0 = arctan[1/(1 +
√
2κ)] =
−θ1, and θ2 = arctan[1/(1 −
√
2κ)] = −θ3. As it
turns out, for sufficiently large ω, this equilibrium
bifurcates and gives rise to the world’s tiniest fre-
quency spiral, as seen in Figure 6b and Video 8 (mul-
timedia view). Since each arm is no more than one
oscillator long, discussing the spatial decay of its am-
plitude is out of the question. But we can once again
plot the rotation rate of the frequency spiral versus
ω to get the familiar-looking plot in Figure 7a, and
find a critical ω of about 0.08 for the minimal model.
The reason this critical ω is so much smaller than
in the full grid (0.08 vs. 0.40) is clear physically:
by holding all the surrounding oscillators fixed, we
made the system terribly stiff and brittle. As such,
it is far more likely to break than bend, hence the
low threshold for bifurcation.
To determine the nature of the bifurcation, we can
plug the five differential equations of the minimal
model into our favorite continuation method. The
bifurcation diagram shown in Figure 7b was gener-
ated using XPP by starting off with the previously
identified fixed point and continuing for a length of
2pi in the ζ variable. We have plotted ζ (as opposed
to any of the θi) because it is the most visually in-
teresting choice. We can also generate the same di-
agram by solving for the relevant equilibrium state
of (3) and applying trig identities to get the follow-
ing formula relating ζ to ω:√
2
κ
=
sin ζ
(
√
2 + cos ζ)1/2
+
− cos ζ
(
√
2 + sin ζ)1/2
+
− sin ζ
(
√
2− cos ζ)1/2 +
cos ζ
(
√
2− sin ζ)1/2 . (4)
As we expected, we get four simultaneous saddle-
node bifurcations on the positive ω side and four on
the negative side. These occur at ωc ≈ ±0.0833. For
ω  ωc, the central oscillator ζ just heedlessly accu-
mulates phase. For ω close to but above ωc, ζ still
accumulates phase, but moves slowly at positions
corresponding to the limit points of the bifurcation
FIG. 7: Properties of the minimal model (3).
(a) Rotation rate of a frequency spiral, plotted
versus the natural frequency ω of the central
oscillator. Plots were made using Numpy and
Matplotlib24,25. Simulations were generated using a
timestep of 0.125, with a transient time of 500.
Spiral rotation rates were measured over a span of
2000 time units. (b) The equilibrium value of ζ is
plotted versus ω. The red curves represent stable
equilibria, and the black curves represent unstable
equilibria. Four simultaneous SNIPER bifurcations
occur at ωc ≈ ±0.08. Plot generated using
XPP/AUTO, with a maximum stepsize of 0.05 and
a minimum of 0.001.
diagram. And for lower ω, ζ gets stuck and the en-
tire system becomes static.
Figure 8 and Video 9 (multimedia view) show an
extremely revealing state-space view of what the dy-
namics are like after the SNIPERs have occurred and
created a frequency spiral. Notice how the phase
ζ runs monotonically around the circle, while the
phases of the neighboring oscillators librate back
and forth about their former equilibrium positions
(which no longer exist, but which would have been
stable in a static phase spiral). This back and forth
jiggling accounts for the regions of positive and neg-
ative instantaneous frequency that make up the two
arms of a frequency spiral.
That is really all that is going on in a frequency
spiral: a high-frequency central oscillator breaks
9FIG. 8: The dynamics of the minimal model in a
state space representation. The image is a still
frame from Video 9 (multimedia view), which
shows the evolution of the oscillators’ phases for ω
= 0.25, in a regime just past the SNIPER
bifurcations. The large blue circle shows the
circular phase of the central ζ oscillator, and the
smaller red dots show the phases of its four
neighbors. Figure and video were made using
Netlogo23.
loose when locking is lost. Then, as it sweeps past
the phases of its neighboring oscillators, it periodi-
cally tugs them forward and backward, thanks to the
sinusoidal coupling. This forward and backward mo-
tion gives rise, in the instantaneous-frequency repre-
sentation, to the two spinning arms of the spiral. Al-
though this intuitive picture provides a highly sim-
plified caricature of a frequency spiral in the set-
ting of a minimal model, its fundamental mechanics
should apply all the same to the full model too.
C. Perturbative results
Even for the minimal model, the nonlinearities in
the dynamics make exact results hard to come by. A
few perturbative results of interest can be obtained
for ω  ωc. In that limit we can use Lindstedt’s
method27 to approximate the periodic solution orig-
inally produced by the SNIPER bifurcations, and
thereby obtain an estimate of the rotation rate of
the frequency spiral in the regime far above thresh-
old.
To apply Lindstedt’s method, we rescale time to a
new variable τ = Ωt, where  := 1/ω  1. This in-
troduces a factor of Ω in front of our time derivatives.
Then we seek solutions that are 2pi-periodic with re-
spect to τ , eliminating secular terms as needed to
enforce this periodicity condition, and in this way
obtain the angular frequency Ω of the periodic so-
lution, as well as solutions for θi and ζ that have
2pi-periodic oscillatory terms in the τ variable. The
method involves expanding Ω, ζ, and θ0 in terms of
, then equating the coefficients of like powers in .
We also choose to shift the origin of time so that
ζ(0) = 0, for the sake of clarity.
Recalling that κ = 1 +
√
2, and omitting the
analytical details since Lindstedt’s method is stan-
dard27, we find the following asymptotic series:
Ω = 1− 22 + 4
(
2κ2 − 7
2
)
+O(5),
ζ(τ) = τ + 4
(
1
8
sin 4τ
)
+O(5), (5)
θ0(τ) = 
(
1
2κ
− cos τ
)
+O(2)
and naturally, by the rotational symmetry, θ1(τ) =
θ0(τ − pi/2), θ2(τ) = θ0(τ − pi), θ3(τ) = θ0(τ + pi/2).
The first things to notice here are that ζ is lin-
ear in time, to lowest order; this corresponds to the
monotonic running of the central oscillator around
the phase circle seen in Video 9. Also, notice that
θ0(τ) is a small back-and-forth oscillation. This is
the libration, the jiggling motion of the neighboring
oscillators, also seen in the video.
It is interesting to note how small the corrections
to ζ are, compared to the corrections in the other
two quantities above. The deviations from constant
linear growth in ζ only occur at 4, compared to the
-sized amplitude of the θi’s or the 
2 deviation of
the frequency. Given the straightness of the bifur-
cating branch in Figure 7a, this near-linearity was
to be expected. Moreover, the time-shift symmetry
and the sin 4τ dependence could have been guessed
from the original symmetries in the equations (3).
That is to say, if all the θi’s obeyed some function
of the form φ(τ − ipi/2), then we find that we want
ζ(τ) = τ + ∆(4τ), where ∆ is 2pi-periodic. Since the
rotation rate of a frequency spiral is determined by
the motion of ζ, this is all to say that we typically
expect its rate to scale almost exclusively with ω,
and for the phases of nearby oscillators to vary as
sinusoids (to leading order). These perturbative re-
sults are easy to check by simulation; all we need to
do is numerically measure the frequency Ω as well
the amplitudes of the oscillations in θ0 and ζ.
Figure 9 shows that our predictions hold up well
against simulation of the minimal model at small
, though higher-order corrections start to dominate
for larger .
However, we can do one better. Returning to the
full grid, we can guess that the distinguished central
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FIG. 9: Comparison of perturbation theory and
simulation of a frequency spiral for the minimal
model of five oscillators given by Eq. (3).
Simulation results are plotted on top of the
lowest-order prediction obtained by Lindstedt’s
method. At small  the overlap is nice, as
predicted. The simulations used timesteps of /50,
and used a transient time of about 500 periods,
followed by an observation time of about 100
periods. Figures made using Numpy and
Matplotlib24,25.
oscillator will obey a similar behavior to ζ, and a
neighboring oscillator will behave like θ0.
Figure 10 shows these guesses are well founded,
with the results from the Lindstedt analysis continu-
ing to give a good approximation for small , despite
the vastly larger number of oscillators in the full grid.
This suggests that our minimal model has qualita-
tively emulated the dynamics of frequency spirals in
a much larger Kuramoto lattice.
FIG. 10: Properties of a frequency spiral obtained
via simulation of a 49× 49 grid, compared to the
lowest-order perturbative results obtained by
Lindstedt’s method applied to the five-oscillator
model (3). At small  the overlap is good, despite
this being an uncontrolled approximation. The
simulations used timesteps of /50, and used a
transient time of about 500 periods, followed by an
observation time of about 100 periods. Figures
made using Numpy and Matplotlib24,25.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have shown here that there is something to
be learned by looking at Kuramoto lattices in a new
way, using instantaneous frequencies as a window
into their dynamics. It is understandable why no
one did this in the distant past, and instead focused
on average frequencies. Kuramoto’s original work
came out in 1975, when your average machine had
the computational ability of a potato. Even in the
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two decades that followed, if you wanted to visual-
ize a simulation, the best you could do was a sin-
gle image. Given such restrictions, it made sense
to choose the variables that seemed the most infor-
mation dense, namely, phase and average frequency.
And given that most phase images tend to look like
an explosion in a SkittlesTM factory, the choice was
pretty clear.
This is not to say that examining average frequen-
cies has not been intensely valuable and interesting.
However, we should also keep our minds open to the
instantaneous dynamics of our dynamical systems.
Given our modern set of tools, it is no longer ter-
ribly hard to create real-time, interactive versions
of even modestly sized Kuramoto lattices. And as
these additional videos show, we can have an awful
lot of fun simply watching how things evolve.
All that being said, we still have a lot of questions
and directions to take this problem. Figuring out
a good way to analytically estimate ωc for the fre-
quency spiral is one of them. We have a numerical
estimate of ωc ≈ 0.40, but we do not yet see how to
derive this critical value theoretically.
Likewise, we have numerical evidence that fre-
quency spirals decay (roughly) exponentially in
space, but we have not managed to calculate their
decay constant directly from the governing equa-
tions.
There are a number of related, and potentially
more tractable, problems that can perhaps shed light
on the subject (for example, continuous analogs of
the discrete lattice, or networks with simpler topolo-
gies).
Given the start made here, it also seems plausible
that we should be able to apply our results on the
canonical frequency spiral to the Kuramoto grid at
the (still mysterious) onsets of phase locking and fre-
quency locking discussed in Section 2. Thanks to the
work of Leet et al.21, we now have a better compu-
tational understanding of the dynamics underlying
a phase vortex, as well as its effects on its neigh-
borhood. However, we have yet to clearly describe
(and ideally, derive) the rules of motion for these spi-
rals, though our presented observations make for a
good foundation. It has already been noted that the
frequency spiral has a phase vortex at its core, and
the motion of these vortices is a major contributor
to the establishment of average-frequency clusters.
So we may be able to use our understanding of in-
stantaneous dynamics to further our ability to make
statements about frequency locking.
Speaking of related problems, the canonical fre-
quency spiral falls into a larger class of problems in-
volving systems of uniform oscillators with a single
defector. The situation we spent this paper exam-
ining is rather narrow! Pure sine-coupled oscilla-
tors are likely to be a non-generic case, given their
odd symmetry and their single harmonic character.
What happens if these assumptions are relaxed? In
particular, there are very good reasons to believe
that even a small degree of non-oddness can quali-
tatively change how a network of coupled oscillators
behaves10,17. Two-dimensional grids are a specific,
strangely difficult topology. There are likely other
topologies we could use to inform our understanding
of this problem, such as a binary tree. And what
about defects that act as pure drivers, forcing the
lattice of oscillators without being affected by them
in return? Perhaps forced nonlinear lattices could
emulate some of the phenomena seen here in a more
analytically tractable form. But this is all for future
days.
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